The Complete Companions for AQA Fourth Edition:

- Continue their reputation for providing exceptional student study and teaching support; important changes have been made to organisation, content and exam advice throughout the series to align it with the new AQA AS and A Level specifications.
- Follow an easy-to-apply approach to co-teaching, with AS evaluation and further evaluation points providing the extra depth needed for A Level success.
- Are packed with clear and colourful page spreads with clear identification of AO1, AO2 and AO3 material.
- Include Teacher’s Companions and new Kerboodle full of ideas and a wealth of resources to support you with the delivery of the 2015 specification.
- Brand new accompanying revision resources to help students practise for and ultimately succeed in their exams.

How the Complete Companions completely support the 2015 AQA A Level and AS specifications

**What’s in the specification?**

**How do the Complete Companions Fourth Edition deliver?**

**Content**

- Necessity to co-teach AS and A Level for many centres
- Introduction of topics that are new for many teachers
- Practical investigations encouraged by AQA for both AS and A Level

- A Level only content clearly signposted in all resources, plenty of ideas for differentiation on Kerboodle and in the Teacher Companions
- Rigour and depth to help all your students succeed
- New editions minimise the impact of change on teachers, providing continuity where possible
- Each chapter begins with a suggested ‘Try this’ activity for practical experience to engage students

**Assessment**

- AS and A Level qualifications now linear, with exams at the end of the course only
- Six hours of terminal assessment for A Level, three hours for AS Level
- Government requirements that at least 25% assessment should be on research methods and 10% testing maths skills

- Everything you need for revision and exam support to help develop students’ exam knowledge for each topic, including plenty of AQA-style exam questions, perfect for end-of-topic tests and mocks
- ‘Apply your knowledge’, ‘Upgrade’ and ‘Insider tips’ provide insights into how to do well in the exams
- Plenty of opportunities for students to practise application of research methods and maths skills
- Kerboodle includes tailored maths support and direct links to MyMaths.co.uk